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Princeton University Press, United States, 2012. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. Reissue. 212 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Across the Board is the definitive
work on chessboard problems. It is not simply about chess but
the chessboard itself--that simple grid of squares so common
to games around the world. And, more importantly, the
fascinating mathematics behind it. From the Knight s Tour
Problem and Queens Domination to their many variations,
John Watkins surveys all the well-known problems in this
surprisingly fertile area of recreational mathematics. Can a
knight follow a path that covers every square once, ending on
the starting square? How many queens are needed so that
every square is targeted or occupied by one of the queens?
Each main topic is treated in depth from its historical
conception through to its status today. Many beautiful
solutions have emerged for basic chessboard problems since
mathematicians first began working on them in earnest over
three centuries ago, but such problems, including those
involving polyominoes, have now been extended to three-
dimensional chessboards and even chessboards on unusual
surfaces such as toruses (the equivalent of playing chess on a
doughnut) and cylinders. Using the highly visual language of
graph...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am pleased to tell you
that here is the very best book i actually have study in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for at any
time.
-- Ms. Lor a  West Jr .-- Ms. Lor a  West Jr .

A superior quality ebook and also the font used was interesting to read through. This is for all who statte there was not
a well worth reading. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Felix  Lehner  Jr .-- Felix  Lehner  Jr .
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